“STEPPING STONES”
Blog Application
Taking individual steps toward healing
from child sexual abuse
Thank you for taking the time to inquire about our Stepping Stones blog.
It is the mission of Restore Hope to offer appropriate and helpful education and resources to child
sexual abuse (CSA) survivors. The CSA healing journey is very personal and the individual recovery
steps are different for each person. Survivors can feel better about themselves and become
empowered when they connect to other survivors, collaboratively discovering and sharing healing
solutions that can benefit each other. The purpose of the Stepping Stones blog is to share valuable
information and support between survivors and allow all those affected by child sexual abuse to “find
their voice.”
Please fill out the application below and email it to Eric Jones, Restore Hope Survivor
Support Director, at eric@restoretheirhope.com. Please attach and submit your blog
entry with this application.
All applications will be considered in a timely manner and you will be contacted regarding our review
of your request. Thank you for sharing a part of your healing journey with other survivors!
Your submission should be 200–600 words and include encouraging thoughts, observations, and
experiences that you have found to be helpful in your healing journey. Please feel free to include any
valuable resources that you have discovered, activities (such as taking part in art therapy or writing
about your past) that have helped you, or mention a person who has given you inspiration and/or
unconditional love and support during your recovery.
You have the option of remaining anonymous or you may use your full name, first name only, or your
initials, should your submission be chosen to be published on the Restore Hope website. There is no
compensation given for this blog. But our readers will really appreciate you and thank you for your
willingness to share your thoughts and help others!
Name_______________________________________Phone_____________________________
Email_________________________________________________________________________
Best time, method to contact you_________________________________________________
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